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Western Good Girl Gone Bad
To celebrate the release of 'The Suicide Squad', here's a look at some of the other most memorable villain-protagonists from film history ...
Bad guys gone good: 7 unmissable movies where the heroes are villains
Sometimes, bad guys redeem themselves, or at least show an unexpected side. Here are some memorable TV moments where the bad guy saves the good guy.
TV Moments Where The Bad Guy Saves The Good Guy
Darya Sudnishnikova, who had hit the headlines earlier after claiming that she got pregnant from a 10-year-old boy, is pregnant again.
Russian Girl Darya Sudnishnikova who Claimed 10-Year Boy Made Her Pregnant, Expecting Second Baby from a Teenager
A Woodhaven man has been arrested for the broad-daylight “sexually motivated robbery” of an 11-year-old girl in Jackson Heights on July 25, police said Friday.
Arrest made in sex-rob of 11-year-old girl
Ahead of the season 4 finale, TVLine reported that NBC is not renewing the dramedy for a fifth season. In other words, this week’s episode of Good Girls is the series finale. After news broke last ...
There Are Rumors That NBC Canceled 'Good Girls' Because of Beth and Rio
The quick actions and calm demeanor of a 10-year-old girl led to a family’s safe exit from their home Monday when an intruder entered their Kentucky residence. Because of Laken Blanford’s brave ...
10-year-old girl helps brother, grandma escape Kentucky home as intruder breaks in
On tonight's 'Gossip Girl,' it's Zoya's birthday, and Julien will make her cry if she wants to, cry if she wants ...
Gossip Girl recap: World War Zoya
Laken Blanford, a 10-year-old girl from the US who kept her family safe when a man broke into their house, was recognised by police for her heroic efforts.
10-Year-Old Girl Hailed as Hero for Getting Family to Safety During Home Invasion
The quick actions and calm demeanor of a 10-year-old girl led to a family’s safe exit from their home Monday when an intruder entered their Kentucky residence. Because of Laken Blanford’s brave ...
Girl helps family escape when man breaks into Kentucky home | Charlotte Observer
A McCook mom is reaching out and offering a $1000 reward for information leading to the safe return of 14-year old Zoey “Sam” Kain of McCook. Chelsey Eng of McCook became the legal guardian of Zoey ...
14-year old McCook girl missing
Michael Andrew didn’t wear a mask behind the scenes at the Tokyo Olympics. The swimmer was already under scrutiny for saying he wasn’t vaccinated against COVID-19.
US swimmer Andrew goes maskless behind scenes at Olympics
Gossip Girl is no stranger to the irresistible love triangle. It’s been part of the series since the very beginning (hello, Blair, Nate, and Serena). In HBO Maxs ...
Checking In on Gossip Girl’s Beautiful, Confused Threesome
A family is pleading for the public's help in finding a teen who jumped into the Sacramento River to save his little brother.
Teen Goes Missing In Sacramento River While Trying To Rescue Younger Brother: ‘Every Parent’s Worst Nightmare’
It’s Zoya Lott’s 15th birthday, but she’s not in the mood to celebrate. Indeed, she’s never in the mood to celebrate, at least not on her birthdate itself. In this revelatory, if kind of herky-jerky, ...
'Gossip Girl' Episode 4 Recap: They Say It's Your Birthday
While many Sabres fans continue to fret over the drama surrounding Buffalo captain Jack Eichel, General Manager Kevyn Adams did his best to calm those fears during his ...
Sabres GM Kevyn Adams talks Eichel trade, Buffalo’s approach in free agency
Sophia Bush’s career is coming full circle. Alongside her “One Tree Hill” co-stars Hilarie Burton Morgan and Bethany Joy Lenz, the actor is reliving the show’s 187 episodes — and watching some for ...
Sophia Bush Revisits the Good (and the Bad) With ‘One Tree Hill’ Podcast ‘Drama Queens’
It has been an extremely hectic schedule for Mirabai Chanu, India’s only medalist so far at the Tokyo 2020 Games. Ever since her arrival in India, ‘Miracle Mira’ has been part of many felicitations ...
Mirabai Chanu Interview: ‘Definitely Want to Change the Colour of my Medal in 2024 Paris Games’
Joey Gallo went deep for the first time since the All-Star break with a towering three-run home run that put the Texas Rangers ahead in a 5-4 win over the Arizona Diamondbacks.
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